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Elopart Oy

Company image

Elopart Oy is a company, which is specialised in global competitive
procurement and sourcing services.

Based on almost 20 years of experience in engineering, production,
lean, logistics and quality we are able to provide effective supply
chain and managing process controlling for the customer.

We are able to source and import request products according to the
customer specifications.
Products are manufactured using the certified and audited suppliers.

We can handle the whole supply chain from beginning to the end
according to our customers requirements.

Our facility is located in Forssa with good logistig connections.
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Advantages

As a partner, Elopart Oy gives the following valuable advantages:
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Extra capacity and resources for the customer

High customer service and quality level

Simplifying the material flow

Flexible and motivated service

Capital efficiency

Productivity

Growing market shares

Consolidated supplier base

Finished or semifinished products

Outsourcing and assembly services

Competitiveness and profitability with the lower product cost



Elopart Oy

Subcontracted product categories
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Casting products (also machined).
Iron, steel, aluminium, zing and bronze
castings. The compinations of castings/rubber
and the pressing parts/rubber.

Machining parts (high precision) in different
kinds of materials, sizes an shapes.

Sheet metal parts and the welded assemblies
according to the customer specifications.

Pressin, stamping and deep drawing parts
and the toolings. Forgings and extrusions

Assemblied products.
and the toolings.

Filter materials & components.
Other complete filters for indutrial needs.

Machines and devices for the filter industry.

Plastic parts.
Seals and gaskets.
Springs.

Different kinds of machines, devices and
equipment for industrial needs etc.

Wire series, circuit boards etc.

Subcontracting for ship building industry.Fres air filters for air conditioning.
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Lets´ cooperate!
Elopart Oy

Saksankatu 1

30100 Forssa

Finland

Vesa Ylösmäki

Managing Director

Mobile + 358 40 726 4509

vesa.ylosmaki@elopart.com

Kirsi Ylösmäki

Lean & Logistics Manager

Mobile + 358 40 751 4820

kirsi.ylosmaki@elopart.com

Lasse Lindgren

Sales

Mobile + 358 40 417 2662

lasse.lindgren@elopart.com

                                                                                             ID: 2177899-7

Contact us!

Contact information
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